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The Petitioner seeks EB-5 classification as an immigrant investor based on an investment in
a new commercial enterprise (NCE) located in
California. 1
See Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act) section 203(b)(5), 8 U.S.C. § 1153(b)(5). This fifth
preference classification makes immigrant visas available to foreign nationals who invest the
requisite amount of qualifying capital in a NCE that will benefit the United States economy and
create at least 10 full-time positions for qualifying employees.
The Chief of the Immigrant Investor Program Office denied the petition, concluding that the NCE,
which has three foreign national investors, did not meet the job creation requirements.
Subsequently, the Chief denied the Petitioner's three motions to reopen the matter, affirming his
initial decision.
On appeal, the Petitioner provides a brief, maintaining that the revised business plan demonstrates that
the NCE will create at least 30 full-time positions and therefore meets the employment creation
requirements.
Upon de novo review, we will dismiss the appeal.
I. LAW

A foreign national may be classified under section 203(b)(5)(A) of the Act as an immigrant investor
if he or she invests the requisite amount of qualifying capital in a NCE. TheNCE can be any lawful
1

We are unable to verify that theNCE can legally conduct business in California. Specifically, the California Secretary
of State website shows that the NCE is "FTB Suspended." See https://businesssearch.sos.ca.gov/CBS/Detail, accessed
on December 6, 2017, and incorporated into the record of proceedings. The website explains that "'FTB Suspended''
means "[t]he business entity was suspended or forfeited by the Franchise Tax Board for failure to meet tax requirements
(e.g., failure to file a return, pay taxes, penalties, interest)." See http://www.sos.ca.gov/business-programs/businessentities/cbs-field-status-definitions/, accessed on December 6, 2017, and incorporated into the record of proceedings.
We are not relying on this information to dismiss the appeal; however, the Petitioner must address this issue in any future
proceedings. The Petitioner has not shown her eligibility for the classification based on the reasons stated in this
decision.
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business that engages in for-profit activities. The investor must show that his or her investment will
benefit the United States economy and create at least 10 full-time jobs for qualifying employees.
8 C.F.R. § 204.6(j).
Regarding job creation, a petitioner who has not created the necessary number of jobs must submit a
"comprehensive business plan," demonstrating that due to the nature and projected size of the NCE.
the need for not fewer than 10 full-time qualifying employees per EB-5 investor will result within
the next two years. 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(g)(l), (j)(4)(i)(B). A comprehensive business plan as
contemplated by the regulations "should contain, at a minimum, a description of the business, its
products and/or services, and its objectives." Matter of Ho, 22 I&N Dec. 206, 213 (Assoc. Comm'r
1998). Ho concludes that "[m]ost importantly, the business plan must be credible.'' ld.
In addition, the petition must be accompanied by evidence that the petitioner has placed the required
amount of capital at risk for the purpose of generating a return on the capital placed at risk. 8 C.F.R.
§ 204.6(j)(2). Beyond transferring the funds to theNCE's account, a petitioner must document the
actual undertaking of business activity; otherwise, no assurance exists that the funds will in fact be
used to carry out the business of the commercial enterprise. Ho, 22 I&N Dec. at 210. De minimis
actions, such as signing a lease agreement, without more, are not sufficient to establish that a
petitioner has placed his or her funds at risk. ld.
Finally, the invested capital must not derive, directly or indirectly, from unlawful means. 8 C.F.R.
§ 204.6( e) (defining "capital"). To show the lawful source of the capital, a petitioner must submit,
for example, foreign business and tax records or documentation identifying any other source(s) of
funds. 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(j)(3). Bank letters or statements showing the deposit of funds, by
themselves, are insufficient to demonstrate the lawful source of the capital. Ho, 22 I&N Dec. at
210-11; Matter of Izummi, 22 I&N Dec. 169, 195 (Assoc. Comm'r 1998). The record must trace the
path of the funds back to a lawful source. Ho, 22 I&N Dec. at 21 0-11; Izummi, 22 I&N Dec. at 195. 2
II. ANALYSIS
The Petitioner filed her petition in January 2015, indicating that she invested $500,000 3 in theNCE
and owned 10 percent of it. The initial business plan provided that the NCE, doing business as
would open two Chinese fast food restaurants and hire five full-time employees for
each location. While the Petitioner offered theNCE's Articles of Incorporation, she did not present
any other documents, such as a lease, business licenses or permits, to verify that the NCE had

2

These requirements confirm that the funds utilized are not of suspect origin. Spencer Enterprises, Inc. v. United States,
229 F. Supp. 2d I 025, I 040 (E. D. Cal. 200 I) (holding that a petitioner had not established the lawful source of her funds
because she did not designate the nature of all ofher employment or submit five years oftax returns), aff'd, 345 F.3d 683
(9th Cir. 2003).
3
The Petitioner claims that the NCE is principally doing business within a targeted employment area, and that her
minimum investment amount is downwardly adjusted to $500,000. See 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(1).
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undertaken any business activity or settled on a location for either restaurant at the time she filed the
petition.
Subsequently, the Petitioner supplemented the record through her response to the Chief's notice of
intent to deny and three motions to reopen the matter. She submitted a business license, a seller's
permit, and a public health permit that identified the location of one restaurant. She, however, did
not provide a lease or a deed, confirming that the NCE had rented or purchased the commercial
space. In addition, she presented four additional business plans, revealing that theNCE would staff
one restaurant with 10 full-time employees.
In his January 2017 decision denying the Petitioner's second motion to reopen the matter, the Chief
noted that the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services had approved the petitions of two foreign
nationals, each claiming to be theNCE's investor and responsible for creating 10 full-time jobs. In
response, the Petitioner filed her third motion to reopen the matter with the Chief, offering the
NCE's fifth business plan. This version acknowledges that the NCE has three investors, including
the Petitioner, each seeking the immigrant investor classification. It further states that theNCE will
"open one restaurant per year" and "hire a total of 30 full-time employees by the end of the third
year" after "open[ing] 3 restaurants."
A. Job Creation

As the Petitioner has acknowledged that she is one of three NCE's investors seeking immigrant
investor classification, she must submit a comprehensive business plan, demonstrating that due to
the nature and projected size of the business, it will need at least 30 full-time positions, 10 for each
investor. 4 See 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(g)(1), (j)(4)(i)(B). The first four business plans do not establish that
the NCE will meet its job creation requirements because they indicate that the business will create a
total of 10, not 30, full-time positions.
The Petitioner has not demonstrated that the NCE's fifth business plan, which states that it will
create 30 full-time jobs, is credible. While the plan provides that the business will have three
restaurants by its third year of operation, the record includes a number of unexplained
inconsistencies that detract from its credibility. For example, page 12 of the business plan indicates
that the NCE will open its first restaurant in "January 20 13;' specifying that "Chinese New Year is
[on] February 10, 2013" and that it will "utilize the Chinese New Year as [its] great free advertising
tool to spread awareness of [its] restaurant and gather crowds." The record, however, shows that the
NCE obtained its business license and public health permit in 2016 and its seller's permit in 2015. A
petitioner must resolve discrepancies, including those relating to the NCE's operation, with
independent, objective evidence pointing to where the truth lies. See Matter of Ho, 19 I&N Dec.
582, 591-92 (BIA 1988). Here, the Petitioner has not done so.

4

The record lacks evidence demonstrating that theNCE has created any jobs. See 8 C.F.R. § 204.6U)(4)(i)(A).
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In addition, the record lacks sufficient documents confirming the credibility of the NCE' s tifth
business plan. As discussed in Ho, a comprehensive business plan is one that is "sufficiently
detailed to permit [U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS)] to draw reasonable
inferences about the job-creation potential. Mere conclusory assertions do not enable [USCIS] to
determine whether the job-creation projections are any more reliable than hopeful speculation." !d. ,
22 I&N Dec. at 212-13.
In this case, while the Petitioner has identified the location of one restaurant, she has not submitted a
5
lease or a deed establishing that the NCE has rented or purchased the commercial space. She has
also not offered any materials, such as business permits, licenses, or supplier information, relating to
the other two intended but unspecified locations. Furthermore, although the fifth business plan states
that the NCE will have three locations in
California, it does not include a market
analysis demonstrating that the local economy can support all three restaurants or discussing how
each location might affect the business of the other two. Moreover, the Petitioner has not explained
a change in staffing requirements in the business plans. Specifically, page 3 of its initial plan
provides that the NCE "will hire five employees to work for its first restaurant" and "will open its
second Chinese fast food restaurant ... , hiring [an] additional five employees." The subsequent
plans, however, state that the NCE will employ 10 individuals in one restaurant. See Ho, 22 I&N
Dec. at 213 (noting that a comprehensive business plan should contain a market analysis and explain
staffing requirements). In light of these inconsistencies and deficiencies, the Petitioner has not
shown that the fifth business plan credibly establishes that the NCE will need at least 30 full-time
employees, 10 for each foreign national investor. See 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(g)(l), U)(4)(i)(B). 6
B. Capital at Risk
Not only has the Petitioner not illustrated that theNCE will create the necessary number ofjobs, she
has also not established that she has placed the minimum required amount of capital at risk in the
NCE. In her initial filing, the Petitioner did not provide an address for the ,NCE or any of its
restaurants. Instead, she stated in general terms that the NCE would be in
California,
and offered documents showing that the locality qualified as a targeted employment area. Without a
specific location, however, the Petitioner did not sufficiently establish that the NCE would create
5

The Petitioner claims that the NCE is located at
in
California. However, we
are unable to verify this information . Publicly available documents illustrate that a Vietnamese restaurant,
See
or
has been located at that address since at least 20 I 5.
https://portal.assessor.
https://ehservices.publichealth.
of
See
also
https:
(relating
to
search
results
accessed on December 13, 2017, and incorporated into the record of
proceedings. We are not relying on this information to dismiss the appeal. The Petitioner has not shown her eligibility
for the classification based on the reasons stated in this decision.
6
In light of our finding, we will not address whether the amendments in the multiple business plans constitute an
impermissible material change to the petition. See h:ummi, 22 I&N Dec. at 175-76 (finding that a petitioner may not
make material changes to a petition that has already been filed in an effort to make an apparently deficient petition
conform to USCIS requirements).
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employment in a targeted employment area or that her minimum required amount of investment was
downwardly adjusted from $1,000,000 to $500,000.
Even assuming arguendo that her required capital is $500,000, the record does not demonstrate that
she has not placed at least that amount of her funds at risk. See 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(j)(2). The record
includes a copy of a $500,000 check payable to theNCE. The client trust account of the Petitioner's
counsel issued the check, noting that it was on her behalf. The Petitioner has not presented evidence
that a financial institution has processed the check or that the NCE has received the funds. She has
also not provided bank statements confirming that she remitted $500,000 to her counsel's account
for investment purposes. Regardless, a mere deposit of funds into a corporate account does not
qualify as an active, at-risk investment. See Ho, 22 I&N Dec. at 209-10.
Moreover, the Petitioner has not presented sufficient evidence verifying the NCE's actual
undertaking of business activity in January 2015, when she filed her petition. See Ho, 22 I&N Dec.
at 210; see also 8 C.F.R. § 103.2(b)(l) (noting that a petitioner must satisfy all eligibility
requirements for the immigration benefit from the time of the filing and continuing through
adjudication). While theNCE's Articles of Incorporation and seller's permit predate January 2015,
all other documents relating to the NCE, including its business license and public heath permit,
postdate January 2015. As noted, de minimis actions, such as signing a lease agreement, without
more, are not sufficient to establish that a petitioner has placed his or her funds at risk. See Ho,
22 I&N Dec. at 210. Here, the record does not show that at the time the Petitioner filed her petition,
the NCE had entered into a lease agreement or engaged in any types of business activity. 7 Simply
formulating an idea for future business activity, without taking meaningful concrete action, is
insufficient for the Petitioner to meet the at-risk requirement. See id. Based on these reasons, she
has not shown that she had made an at-risk investment of at least $500,000 in theNCE when she
filed the petition. See 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(j)(2); 8 C.F.R. § 103.2(b)(l).
C. Lawful Source of Funds
Finally, the Petitioner has not documented the lawful source of the funds she claims to have remitted
to the NCE. She indicates that her father sold his property, and gifted 2,900,000 renminbi (RMB) 8
and $50,000 of the proceeds to her to invest in theNCE. According to a Sales Contract for Housing
Stock, her father sold his property for 3,200,000 RMB on October 23, 2013. The statements for his
account ending in 8824 show the following December 2013 credits: two "deposit[ s] by card" of
1,250,000 RMB and 30,000 RMB, and a "transfer" of600,093.33 RMB. The statement for his other
bank account ending in 1470 indicates a 1,300,000 RMB "grant the loan'' in December 2013. In a
document entitled "Explanation of Source of Funds," the Petitioner's father identified these four
7

The Chief noted in his June 2016 decision that the record lacks "'a lease or contracts [that the NCE] made with other
businesses.''
8
On July 4, 2014, when the Petitioner received the funds, 2,900,000 RMB was approximately $469,345. See Currency
Converter, https://www.oanda.com/currency/converter/, accessed on December 6, 2017, and incorporated into the record
of proceedings.
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transactions as his receipt of sales proceeds. The record, however, does not substantiate his claim.
Specifically, the bank records do not identify the sources of the funds, and the Petitioner has not
presented any other evidence verifying that her father received these funds in December 2013
because he sold his property in October 2013. Without additional corroboration, the Petitioner has
not demonstrated that the funds she received from her father derived from his sale of property.
Based on these reasons, she has not established the lawful source of the $500,000 she claims to have
remitted to theNCE.
III. CONCLUSION
The Petitioner has not submitted sufficient evidence establishing that she: (I) meets the employment
creation requirements, (2) placed at least $500,000 at risk in the NCE at the time she filed the
petition, or (3) lawfully obtained the funds she claims to have remitted to the NCE. Accordingly,
she has not demonstrated her eligibility for the immigrant investor classification.
ORDER:

The appeal is dismissed.
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